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Recognizing Our Partners: The Innovators Who
Power the Modern World
By Laura Crone, Chief Revenue Officer

As we embrace the holiday season in the U.S., our team has reason to celebrate and be grateful

for our colleagues, our company, and, most of all, our incredible partners.

At Solidigm, we believe data is one of the world’s most powerful resources and a force for good.

Our partners are realizing this potential – the pioneers, leaders, risk-takers, and agents of

change who wield the world’s data for unstoppable human advancement.

That’s why we are customer-inspired. We focus on optimizing and delivering the best

possible solid-state storage solutions for each of our customers – because we know they will

harness these solutions to unleash data in new and transformative ways.
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ABOUT SOLIDIGM

Solidigm is a leading global provider of innovative NAND flash memory solutions. Solidigm technology unlocks
data’s unlimited potential for customers, enabling them to fuel human advancement. Our origins reflect Intel’s
longstanding innovation in memory products and SK hynix’s international leadership and scale in the
semiconductor industry. Solidigm became a standalone U.S. subsidiary under SK hynix in December 2021.
Headquartered in San Jose, CA, Solidigm is powered by the inventiveness of more than 2,000 employees in 20
locations around the world. For more information, please visit solidigm.com and follow us on Twitter at
@Solidigm and on LinkedIn.

Our customers provide the computing infrastructure for a modern world, offering the best

combination of performance and value for the PCs that people depend on for their work, play,

and entertainment. These innovations empower business and society to move forward, from

enabling researchers to study the universe, to supporting autonomous driving development, to

building the planet’s only carbon-free data center, and more.

We know that our customers need deep, meaningful partnership – to customize and optimize

data solutions for their priorities. As CSPs and OEMs push the frontiers of computing, we’re

committed to creating the best data storage solutions through co-engineering and co-

optimization.

Our partners’ success is our top priority. In the coming year, we are excited to continue

collaborating and innovating together for the future. Thank you to every partner on this journey

with us.

Happy Holidays!
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